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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

REPpRT OF rHE COMMTTTEE ON REVTEW OF FTNANCIAL

POWERS DELEGATED TO THE SERVICES

lntroduction

1. Generq!.. Based on the PMO's Directive to consider higher delegation of

financial powers to the Defence Seryices, a Commiftee was set up,by MoD under FA

(DS) to review the financial powers of the three Services and lDS, last reviewed in

Apr 2002. The Committee was tasked to examine the adequacy of delegated

powers, suggest measures for improving the existing system and consider whether

the Service HQs on the Capital Side are well equipped to take over some acquisition

work from the Acquisition Wing. The review has been completed and projections of

all major Budget Holders like fhe MGO, COM, AOM taken into account while

fi nalizing the recommendations.

2. Trend of Defence Budq,et since 2902. The.overall Defence Budget has

grown from Rs 55,662 Crs in FY 2002-03 to Rs 89,000 Crs in BE 2006-07, a

substantial increase of Rs 33,338 Crs (62.5%). A summary of the Revenue and

Capital budget for the three Services and for Rbvenue Stores budget during the

above period is given in Appendix 'A'. lt would be seen there from that the increase

in the Revenue Stores Budget is of the order of 16 % with reference to FY 2002-03.

Horr{rever, if we take into account the fact that the provision for 'A' vehicles supplied

ex DGOF, which Was inctuded in the Revenue Budget in FY 2002-03 but transferred

to Capital Budget wef 20M-05 onwards, the net increase in the Revenue Stores

Budget is of the order of 25o/o.

Maior Hiqhliohts

3. , Revenue Expenditure.
(a) Procurement Budqet Utiljsation. The proposed delegation of

financial powers vis-d-vis existing delegation, highlighting the percentage

of budget utilisation by the Services and MoD before and after

enhancement of powers, with break-up for rnajor procurements from

Trade, Defence PSUs/OFs and lmports is given at Appendix'B'. lt would

be seen there from that the enhancement of procurement powers would

result in 46 olo of the overall procurement budget getting utilized

under the delegated powers of the Services and balance 54 % by

MoD, as against existing 30% utilisation by Service CFAs and 70 %

\r)
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by MoD. Consequently, the number of low and medium value cases

handled by the Services and lower echelons will go up from B2o/o to 85o/o

and only about 15% high value procurements and majority of PAC i Single

tender cases would still be referred to MoD.

(b) Enhancement. Substantial enhancement of financial powers of

Services CFAs at all levels is recommended, linked with the Sub

Head, detailed head-wise budgetary allocations with a mandate for

concomitant improvement in efficiency and op preparedness. The ratio of

Revenue Stores budget between the three Services is 52:15:33 for the

Army, Navy and Air Force respectively. This aspect has also been kept in

mind while proposing financial powers for the High Level Budgrit Holders

(HLBHS) in the Services. Powers at a glance for HLBHs are shown in

Appendix'C'.
(c) Decentralisation. Decentralisation of powers is recommended not

only to Service HQrs, but down the line to the field functionaries, to

facilitate the operating levels to function smoothly within their budget

allocations.

(d) Special Operatiolat Powers. Powers exercisable during Yllar,

Hostilities and $pecial Operations without consuitation of lFA, which

were delegated to the PSOs I Commanders-in€hief in the Navy in

April 2AO2, have been now provided for the Army and lAF, to be

invoked on issue of a Govt Notification declaring a state of ops.

(e) Dispensation for Fiel{ CFAs. Certain enhancement of financial

powers. has been considered for the CFAs to.whom IFA cover has not

been provided as in far flung and. operational areas and for handling

emergencies.

(0 Scaled ltems. Enhancement of powers by 50-100o/o for the Top

Level Budget Holders in the Services is recommended for procurements

ex trade, for which deficiency is revealed in the provision reviews. The

proposed powers for Procurements/Repairs/Overhauls ex PSUs/OFs and

Govt Deptts in the Navy and Air Force are generally about 1.5 times those

for trade.

(g) Non,scaled ltems. Financial powers have been increased by 50-

100%, to allow for induction of newer and more technologically

advanced equipment to meet special requirements, for tests, trials

and experimentation and to replace obsolete and obsolescent items.
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Such powers have been confined to the top two tiers of hierarchy in

the Services.

(h) lmports. Powers for imports have been enhanced to Rs 20 Crs for

the highest CFAs in the Army/lAF and to Rs 12 Crs for the N'avy as per

their projections.This will also take care of the Army's requirement for

Special Clothing and Mountaineering equipment for troops deployed in the

Siachen Glacier. The powers for purchases ex import include powers

for release of FFE upto the limib of the delegated financial powers of

various CFAs. The enhanced powers will enable between 35-45%

utilization of the import budget by the Services, as against existing

2}-25o/J.

(i) Rate Contracts. Powers have been delegated to the Service HQrs

& DGAFMS to enter into Rate contracts for common usage items/

stores I medicines with standard specifications and large annual

turnover to enable usersl hospitals .to make direct procurements

based on rate contracts finalised centrally by the former.

0) Type of ,Progurement. ln line with the MoF guidelines given in

DFPRs, a clear distinction has been maintained between the powers

proposed for sanctioning procurements on OTE/LTE basis and purchases

on Single Tender and PAC basis. Further, no enhancement of financial

powers for Single tender purchases have been recommended but certain

high level CFAs who were omitted earlier in Apr 2AA2 e.g. VCOAS &

VCAS, have been now inCluded.

- lnstitutional Safequards

4. Hleasures guqoested. The following checks and balances are being instituted

to ensure that the enhanced delegation of financial powers to the Services does

actually lead to better fiscal management in the Services, resulting in tangible

benefits by way of timely acquisitions, time bound implementation of schemes I

prgjects, improved availability and serviceability state of major weapon systems /

platforms / equipment in the hands of the field functionaries and optimum utilization

of in-house capabilities built up over the years :-

(a) Prioritv Procurement Plan. Formulation of a clear Revenue Priori$

Procurement Plan for each Service in all major areas of procurement, has

been mandated to indicate the carry fonrard liabilities and new schemes

during the FY, with periodical reviews to see the results achieved vis-A-vis

targets set. Funds are to be spent within the ambit of overall prioritized
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plan and GFA at each level should have his plan for the budget

allocation held by him which dovetails into the overall plan for that

purpose. These plans will be made both at HQ level and Command level in

respect of various budget holders and notified formally in consultation with

their respective lFAs.

(b) The progress of schemes under the delegated powers of the Services

and those to be executed under MoD powers must be monitored separately

on a monthly basis at the level of MOD. The Revenue Procurement Plan

must be correlated appropriately with the Capital Acquisition Plan to

ensure that the linkage between the two is well taken care of.

(c) Accountabilitv. Clear accountability norms to be established by

delineating measurable performance parameters for each maior area of

expenditure, such as availability of major eqpt / weapon systems /aircrafts

/ships, maintainability and serviceability aspects, Major Works Program,.

automation of Services, training etc. ldentification of these quantifiable

targets is to be completed by the Services in six months time, with

regular monitoring of perfonnance against targets set, in sync with the

outcome budget of MoF.

(d) Approval of Procuremeqit. The TPC / PNC will only be a

recornmendatory body for procurements which will be sanctioned

at next higher level by the CFAs, both in Service HQrs and in MoD.

(e) Use of ln-house Capabilifi. The in-house capaci$ of Ordnance

Factories, Army Base Workshops/Advance Base Workshops, Base Repair

Depots, Naval Dockyards and Defence Shipyards must get utilised optimally.

(0 ltfultiple lnterface. Revenue Procurements having Civil Works and

manpower induction components should be reviewed as projects and

monitored on a regular periodicity with reference to major milestones.

(g) lmplementation of Transportation Modet. The trareportatisn model

for direct dispatch of stores from the OFs JPSUs /sr.lppliers tq the

ultimate consignee must be implemented to obviate cenhal stocking to the

maximum extent possible in the CODs / Depots, reduce transportation costs

and ensure timely availability of equipment with the actual users.

5. Capital Acqubitions. The Service HQrs, DG (Acq) and Defence Secretary

had specifically asked the FA (DS) Committee to consider delqation of financial

powers to the Services for Capital schemes. Delegation of finaneial powers to the

*
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Services at the level of Vice Chief/ Dy Chief is recommended for Capital

SchemeslProjects costing upto Rs {0 Crs. The CFAs would be able to sanction

approx 35% of the total Schemes and approx 1 % of the budget in the AAPs of
the respective Services. Details are given in Appendix 'D'. Necessary checks

and balances are being provided to ensure that the discipline that has been built up

in the Acquisition Wing in regard to AON, Quantity Vetting, categorization and

stipulations of DPP 2005 are duly factored in. A Quarterly Report should be rendered

by the Services/HQ IDS to the DG Acq on the progress of various capital schemes

under delegated powers, indicating the actual cash outgo against the budgetary

projections in the AAPs. A provision has been made for a review after one year.

Allied lssues

6. Powers llUithout Financial Advice. The Services had asked for delegation

of certain financial powers without consultation of lFA, to CFAs where lFAs have

been provided. Enhanced delegation of financial powers without financial

concurrence has not been considered in such cases, as this goes against the grain

of financial advice system. Accordingly, they have been asked.to p.r"rs such

proposals separatety on file, with detailed supporting justification.

7. Financial Powers of MoD. Concomitant increase in the financial.foure6
delegated to MoD functionaries in Jan 2003 would also need to be firmed up in
consuttation with the concerned JSs and Addl FAs. Similar principle for
approving procunements as in case of Service Hers will apply to TpCs

concluded in MoD-
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Appendix 'A'

* An amdunt of approx Rs 1483 Crs which is on account of transfer of budget for'A'

vehicles ex- DG OF from the Revenue Stores budget of Army Ordnance to the Capital

Head is not included wef 2004-05.

NAVY

:.3i1--i**L=:i

Details 2002-03

(Actuals)

2003-04

(Actuals)

2004-05

(Actuals)

200s-06

(RE)

20a6-97

(BEi

Revenue 38556.56 4A501.24 41306.75 46112.44 49570.23

Capital r4111.80 15995.11 30510.85 30304.34 34833.82

Tttal 52668.36 56"{96.35 i tgri.6$ "i {t{itt."i fi 8Ji{}J-{}5

Revenue Stores. rs758.40 16849.17 16032.49 r 7702"55 18756.83

ARMY

I)etails 2002-03

(Actuais)

200$04

(Actuals)

2004-05

(Actuals)

2005-06

(RE}

?006-07

(BE)

Revenue 26837.21 28026.68 27840.61 30683.14 32298.64

Capital s294.57 5173.30 7411.79 9745.47 rc399.47

Tctnl 32127.78 33 t91).98 35251-40 *{X}26.,96 42316"61

Reverrue Stores 9466.18 9796.93 8528.44* 9303.88* 9698.28*

Details 2002-03

(ActuaIs)

2003-04

(Actuals) (Actuals)

2005-06

(RE)

?oq6-o?

(BE}

Revenue 4350.62 4742.87 52n.94 6287.19 6713. I 8

Capital 3804.7p 5366.48 8315.39 8489.70 9427.85

'Totnl 8r5i.32 I *1$9.35 t3529.29 t4i7{.89 t6t4t.{}3

Rer.enue Stores 1808,80 23?8.0/t 2486.56 2674.79 2?90.G0

ArR F9RCE

Details 2002-03

(Actuals)

200104

(Actuals)

200{-ps

(Actuals)

209$09

GE)

2006-07

(BE)

Revenue "7368.73 7731.69 8252.24 9142.11 9858.41

Capital 5016.53 5455.33 t4783.67 12109.r7
;.ij;:j ,: '

t5006.50

Totnl I ?385.?6 t3 r 87.02 23035.91 1,1251:28
li::.,:-i;], i, .

24S{i+.q i

Revenue Sfores 4d83" l ? 4721.7{} 5&17.69 6;68"5S

i vt)
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AAPs : 2905 --20!7

alr-
t_

l:

Service Total
Cases
(No)

Total
Cost
(Rs in
Crores)

Cases
upto
{0
Crores
{No}

Estimated
Cost of
Cases
upto 10
Crores

Percentage
of cases
(Nosl

Percentage
Cost

F.rg:tv

2005-06 48C| 80414.71 191 647.75 39.79 0.80

2006-07 190 39287.50 46 182.55 24.21 0.46

?*t*3 eJu d i D-qS{ d",at i Et t!.4.r. i
+]F)?
c,n ! $.:#.3# ") |t e-F ii rtil

Navv

2005-06 118 51147.83 43 177 _87 36.44 0.34

2006-07 154 39256.41 53 237 34.42 0.6

Total 272 904A4.24 96 414.87 35.29 0.45

Air Force

2005-q6 236 111605.33 81 285.18 34.32 0.25

2006-07 152 87976.23 46 180.72 30.26 4.21

Total 388 {9s58{.56 127 465.90 32.73 0.23

( lx)
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REPORT OF THE CqUMIfiEE ON REVIEW OF FINASCIAL
pgwERs D_E T,EGATEpJO T-HF SERVTGES

1. P8,EAMBLE

1.1 One of the target areas for MoD as per PMO's directives is to

consider higher delegation of financial powers to the Defence

Services. ln pursuance thereof a Committee was formed vide MoD

letter dated 27 Dec 2005 under the Chairmanship of FA(DS), with

JS(O/N), JS&AM (MS), Addl FA (M), two star'Service Officers from

the three Services and CISC as Members and Principal lFA, JS (Ai{

& representative of DGAFMS as co-opted members to look into the

fottowing :-

(a) Adequacy of Financial powers presently delegated to
':

Services.

(b) Measures for irnproving existing delegation of Financial

Powers.

(c) Readiness of the Services to take up powers for Capital

,, Aceuisition, thereby sharing the burden of the Acquisition

Wing-

1.2 The composition of the Committee and detailed terms of

reference are given in Appendix-A.

2. DELEGATIqN OF FINANCIAL POWERS OVER THE YEARS

2.1 The scheme of delegation of financial powers had its origin in

1975 as per which, amongst other powers, MoD was vested with full

powers for procurement of stores which are scaled and Rs.50 lakhs

for items which are non-scaled. The single tender power was Rs 25

lakhs and PAC power was for Rs.10 lakhs.

2.2 A major step forward in this direction was taken by the

Committee on Defence Expenditure constituted in 1990 which
I
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recommended substantial delegation of financial powers to the

Services except for creation of posts and import of stores and

introduction of new scales. The Committee.had recommended that

while certain enhanced powers were immediately being delegated to

the Services further delegation would have to be linked to the

establishment of appropriate systems of financial advice and control.

Z.g The MoD at the time had mooted initiation of further studies

on the concept of Authority cum Responsibility Centres on lines of

those adopted by the UK Army, to be further validated in the base

logistics units in peace areas since delineation of performance

indicators in these units would be comparatively easier. These

initiatives planted the seedg for formulation and implementation of the

New Management Strategy (NMS) for the three Services, leading to

. substantial delegation of financial powers in Revenue Expenditure to

the three Services during the period from 1996 to 2000, whereby a

iubstantial portion of the Revenue budget came under the delegated

powers of the Service HQrs. As per these delegations, the Services

.' had powers of Rs 3-5 Cr for procurement of stores indigenously,

Rs 3 Cr for imports, Rs 7 Cr for repairs and refits and Rs 3 Cr for

release of FE. For procurement of lT systems, the Services were

delegated powers upto Rs. 1 Cr. The powers were to be exercised

..inconsultationwiththelntegratedFinancialAdvisers.

2.4 During October 1998, a Task Force was formed under the

Chairmanship of Additional Secretary (Expenditure) with

representatives from the three Services and Addl.FA(M), MoD as

Members of the Committee to look into adequacy of financial powers

of the Services and for simplification and streamlining of procedures.

The objectives of fully decentralized resource management, coupled

2
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t
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with accountability, will be fully served only if there is further

decentralisation of these powers to the tevel of Commands and lower

formations. This, however, calls for a clear enunciation of authority

and responsibility centre with clearly defined and measurable

performance goats and resource needs. lt is also essential that

certain high value cases pertaining to Revenue expenditure continue

to be dealt with in MoD in keeping with the different dimensions of

these proposals such as import /indigenous, capacity utilisation vis-d-

vis targets in repair depots / workshops / dockyards of the Services

and Ordnance Factories and PSUs, interface with other government

. departments, foreign governments and strategic partners. This would

provide the MoD an overview of maintenance and support

requirements of the Defence Services which constitutes a sizable

chunk of the total budget.

2.5 During the post Kargil period, a Group of Ministels was set up

by the Govt to examine the National Security Environment and based

on recommendation of the Task Force on Higher Defence
:.

Management, a Committee headed by the then Secretary Defence

(Finance) undertook a comprehensive review of financial powers of

the three Services which culminated in delegation of higher financial

powers not only to the Services HQrs but also to Commands,

formations down to the unit Comrnanders. Such delegation was,

however, to be preceded by the provision of the mechanism to

provide financial advice (lFA Systern) to the CFAs so that proper

checks and balances are exercised and expert financial advice is

available.

2.6 As a logical continuum, during September 2AO2 based on

Adviser to MoD's recommendations, delegation of powers at various

Ĵ
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levels of MoD were notified vide MoD/D (Coord) letter dated 16 Sep

2002 for Revenue Procurement for various types of financial

transactions with correspond i ng MoD(F i n) i nterface

Z.T Another offshoot of the GOM recommendations was setting up

of the Acquisition Wing in 2002 to look into the whole gamut of

processing new Capital acquisition proposals for the Services and

creation of overarching decision structure5 like DAC & DPB. MoD

issued a letter in January 2003, indicating powers at various levels in

the Department of Defence for according necessity angle approval for

Capital procurements. While RM has full powers for approving

procurement of scaled items, his powers for non-scaled items was Rs

50 Crs which has since been enhanced to Rs100 Crs. For capital

items under Fast Track Procedure, which are initiated by respective

Services Chiefs in the event of operationat requirement, the power of

RM is Rs 300 Crs.

2.8 The present Committee under FA(DS) embarked upon its

journey with the following methodology :-

3. METHODOLOGY

3.1 The thrust was to obtain as much data as possible from the

Services HQrs, Commands / Formations/Ests of the three Services

and HQrs IDS on the existing systems and extent of delegation of

financial 'powers, the linkage of budget allocation to CFAs with

performance and accountability, problems being faced by field

functionaries in the exercise of delegated powers and to identify

anomalies and any lacunae I omission in the existing delegation. To

have the benefit of experience gained in the exercise of financial

powers with lFAs, a Sub-Committee under the Chairmanship of

Principal lntegrated Financial Adviser was formed to deliberate in

l-



detail on the proposals/suggestions of the services HQrs and other

Members of the committee. The following broad parameters were

laid down for this exercise -

(a) CFA-wise, and budget holder-wise budget allocation

against Minor Head, sub Head and detailed heads and firm up

accountability of each budget holder with reference to powers

detegated for ensuring optimal utilization of budget allocated.

'(b) Budget has to be an efficiency indicator and any

additional financial powers proposed to be vested should

ensure higher efficiency .level, in terms of serviceability and

maintainability of equipmenUmachinery/platform/ weapon

system. This has assumed importance in the context of

outcome budget which MoF has been insisting upon.

(c) The proposals for enhancement of financial powers by

Service HQrs should bring out the quantum of likely budget

utilization by the MoD, Services, HQrs Commands and

echelons down below. For this purpose RE 2005-06/ BE 2006-

present delegation and comparison with the likely budgel

utilization on pioposed enhancement of powers'

(d) lnter-services and' intra-service rationalization of financial

powers for comparable levels of functionaries, while taking care

of service specific requirements-

(e) Need for identifying right functionaries as CFAs and further

delegation down the.line from Service HQrs to Commands and

to lower echelons based on functional requirements.

(0 Drawing up Annual Prioritized Revenue Procurement Plan

for each Seruice bringing out carry forward liabilities and new

5



schemes during the Financial Year against delegated powers

and MoD powers separately and provisioning review to address

desired serviceability, and fleet availability. . Appropriate MIS

should be in place to review the results achieved vis-d-vis

targets and time and cost overruns with reJerence to milestones

set and under-utilization of budget.

(g) Need to put in place an institutional arrangement by which

differential rates, inter I intra service, for the same

items/products and by different levels within the same Service

are min imized/avoided.

3.2 The Sub-Committee was also asked to look into the dichotomy

in PAC/Single tender powers between the three Services, as also

inadequacies in the annual ceiling for purchase of stationery in Army.

3,3 , While examining the proposal of the Services for delegation of

financial powers for Capital items it was impressed that the

comprehensive procedures and systems put in place, after setting up

of the Acquisition Wing in 2002, must not be diluted and checks and

balances envisaged at each stage viz formulation of QRs, AON,

Categorization. Quantity Vetting, detailed RFP formulation and

Vetting, duly retaining the advantage of economy of scales by

clubbing similai requirements of the Services, Joint Staff OR (JSOR)

for cbmmon items are of paramount importance in case of Capital

acquisition.

3.4 The Sub-Committee was asked to bring up data on budget

utilization by the three Services and the proportion of cases handled

under the present delegation vis-d-vis percentage of budget and

cases that are likely to be handled under the proposed delegation.



powers without consultation of lFAs in following circumstances :-

(a) During war, special operations & emergencies.

(b) CFAs located in far flung and operational areas where IFA

cover is not available.

(c) ln certain cases where lFAs have been positioned/co-

located in order.to provide financial flexibility.

4.2. As iegards War / hostilities / emergencies etc, financial powers

without consultation of IFA have been agreed and included for the

, Services. ln the case of CFAs located in remote areas where lFAs

have not been provided/ co-located, cedain enhancemenUdelegation

of financial powers has also been considered for functional efficiency.

4.3 Enhancement of financial powers without financial concurrence

has nat been considered where lFAs have been positioned, as this

goes against the grain of financial advice system. Accordingly,

Services have been asked to process such proposals separately on

file, with detailed supporting justification-

4.4 The Committee noted that the delegation should not be rank

based but based on operational and functional requirements. As

such, total parity between CFAs at various levels in the three

Services cannot be achieved, QS each Service has its unique

functional requirements to necessitate delegation sf financial powers

to various authorities at different levels.

4.5 The financial powers have generally been recommended to be

enhanced by 50-100% of existing levels and in some cases even

higher; duly taking into account escalation in the interregnum. Some

new CFAs have been introduced in the organizational interest.

Y
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Powers for Write-Off of losses were held in abeyance in the 2002

review and have now been recommended for Naval HQ and its lower

formations. Due care has been taken that delegation is available

down the line for quick decision-making.

4.6 The enhanced delegated powers are shown in the Schedules

placed at Annexure 'A', 'B' 'C' and 'D' in respect of the Army, Navy,

Air Force and Joint staff respectively.

4.7 As regards the procurement of major equipment / weapon

systems for the Army, Navy, Air Foice and Joint Staff, certain basic

principles weFe followed for proposing the enhanced powers. Full

powers are delegated for revenue procurements to the RM, which

have in turn been delegated to MoD authorities and the Services, for

various types of procurements. The present distinction enshrined by

. the MoF, in DFPRs, has generally been maintained while proposing

enhanced powers, between the following type of purchases-

(i) Scaled and Non - Scaled ltems.
(ii) Procurements from DGOF'/ PSUs and Trade sources.
(iii) lndigenous procurements and imports.
(iv) Single Tender & PAC cases as distinct from OTE / LTE.'

4.8 This distinction has been factored into the enhanced financial

powers of the CFAs in the three Services. Thus, the procurement

powers for scaled items are higher than those for non-scaled and for

indigenous purchases higher than those for imports. The powers,for

purchases ex-irnport include powers for release of FFE in

consultation with IFA upto the limits of the delegated financlal

powers of various CFAs. For indigenous purchases I repairs I

overhaul in the Navy and IAF the powers of various CFAs is

comparably higher for purchase/repairs through PSUs/OFs than

those through Trade. Further, PAC and Single Tender cases should



be as few as possible and an effort be made to develop at least two

established sources of procurement'

4.9 The trend of actual expenditure by the three Services against

Revenue and Capital allocations and Revenue stores during the last

4 years including BE allocation for 2006-07 is placed at Appendix-B.

4.10 Budget utilization for procurements by the three Services with

the present delegation is about 30% while the proportion of cases

handled is around B2o/o. With the proposed enhancement in the

delegated powers the overall budget utilisation percentage would go

up to 46 o/o and percentage of case$ dealt with by Service HQrs

would increase to about 87a/a. Details of the above indicating

Seruice-wise position are enclosed as Appendix-C'

4.11 Powers at a glance for higher level budget holders in

$ervice HQrs before and after enhancement of delegation are

given in Appendix-D. Almost all the suggestions of MGO, QMG,

AOM, COM & DGAFMS have been factored in.

4.12 The rationale behind the increased delegation, service-wise, is

given in the succeeding Paragraphs.

5. ARMY

5.1 Proposed enhancement / rationalization of powers in the major

areas of expenditure and their overall impact, category-wise is

explained below.

5.2 lmprovgd Sery-icgabiliW Qtate of Stores. l-EqqV-Supplies.

5.2.1 Procurement of Ordnance $toreg (lndiqenous)

(a) Scaled ltems-Purchases based on Provision Reviews:\,
With the enhancement in financial powers of the VCOAS/MGO

and other functionaries down the line, more cases would get

processed in Army HQ, reducing the processing time for
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procurement. overall the Army would be able to make

improvement in the present availability state of major

equipment and weapon systems. MGO will become. responsible

for spending upto 46 a/o of the overall budget for indigenous

procurements as against existin g 24o/a, while 90-95% of the

totat number of cases would be finalized within Army HQ and

about 50/o ofthe high value cases sanctioned in MoD-

(b) Nqn-ScaledlNlV lte$Ls :

(i) The major improvement effected is by empowering

MGO for procurement of equipments/stores, both

indigenous and ex-import, upto Rs 25 lakhs as samples

for tests, trials and experimentation'

(ii) vcoAs Non-scale powers are being enhanced and

will also cover items required urgently for Special

operations/special Forees on lines of the Army cdr's

Special funds.

(c) lmport of Stores : Financial Powers for imports for MGO

are particularly recommended for substantial enhancenrent

upto, Rs 20 Crs to meet requirements of Special Clothing and

Mountaineering equipment for Siachen Glacier. This will enable

utilization of the budget provision for imports upto 35% in-house

by the Army CFAs as against existing about 15%' :

(d) Siachen GloJhi[q . Enhancement of the financial powers

of MGO for procurement of special clothing and

Mountaineering Equipment ex-import for the troops posted on

the Glacier, is sought due to increase in the authorization and

scales in April 2005 and the high rate of wear and tear of

special clothing. The non-availability of items of personal

10
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clothing causing hardship to soldiers in the Siachen Area has

also been commented upon by the Standing Committee on

Defence in their Sixth Report in Dec 2005, based on their study

visit to fonrvard areas. The present cost ex-imporl ranges

between Rs 2 Crs to Rs 18 Crs per item for one year in respect

of Cat I items. The enhanced powers will enable the MGO to

provide for timely supply of the special clothing which is

absolutely vital for lh" basic survival of troops in Siachen

Glacier and other areas where these are authorized.

5.2.2 Enhancement of Financial Powers of EME.

(a) lqfrprovement, ih Serviceabilitv State : Enhancement of

powers for Local Purchase / Local Repair Contracts will lead to

improvement in the serviceability state of eqpt, since field

workshops will be able to procure spares I stores locally or

enter into local repair contracts for eqpt / vehicles when so

justified on grounds of urgency or when repair capacity of own

workshop is full or repair facility not available or when

transportation of the eqptl vehicle to any other workshop is

uneconomical / not feasible. Enhancement of powers will

ensure that serviceability state of major war waging eqpt is

alwayshigherthantheminimumdesiredthreshold'

(b) Decrease in Mean Time to Repair (MTTR) . MTTR is

a very important parameter for assessing the efficiency of

engineering support set up. Often equipr"nent remains out of

action (EOA) due to non-availability of $pares, due to
processing time required for obtaining the necessary CFA

sanction. With the proposed enhancement of financial powers,

there should be a significant reduction in MTTR of equipment.

11
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(c) Powerg f.or-Modernization olArmy Faseggr g

: The pace of existing

modernization projects has been slow due to inadequate

delegation of financial powers and also procedural bsttlenecks.

Accordingly, delegation of financial powers is recommended to

the MGO, DGEME and CE/Comdts ATC / ABWs for execution

and establishment of essential plant, machinery and

infrastructure schernes within the umbrella sanction issued by

MoD for such modernization projects. This would enable the

operating level i.e. the Comdts of Advance/Army Base

Workshops to execute some schemes within their delegated

powers. An SOP should be put in place for thls purpose

(d) Product Develonment &._bdiqenisa'$qn: So far the

Corps of EME was only responsible for Product lmprovement.

However, wef 01 Jul 06, the responsibility for indigenization too

will be transferred from DGQA to them. lndigenization would be

€rried out in the Army Base Workshops by optimally utilizing

and augmenting their capacity. Financial powers are proposed

for the MGO & EME CFAs at par with the IAF to operationalise

the ac'tivity and provide necessary impetus for such effort.

5.2.3 AS Supplies. The financial powers of QMG for concluding

contracts for provision review cases are not being enhanced though.

there is some increase in procurement powers of other CFAs. The

following rationalization has been carried out :-

. (a) The QMG had been unable to utilize his provisioning

powers of Rs 40 Crs for scaled items as a large number of

items are clubbed in MoD while determining the value of the

procurement, aS also the volumes involved are large. The

t
a-
l?

il-Ft-
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ambiguity is now being removed by an annotation that the value

will be determined "on per item basis" rather than clubbing all

items in a particular category

(b) Financial powers delegated to the QMG for contracts for

fresh supply beyond Rs 3 Crs are presently exercisable in

consultation with MoD (Fin). As such, meat and other contracts

exceeding value of Rs 3 Crs were going to MoD (Fin). The

stipulation in this reg.ard has now been deleted, thereby

allowing QMG to sanction contracts within his delegated

powers in consultation with the lFA.

(c) At present ns Milk and DP contracts are being concluded

under the detegated powers of Csmmand CFAs. Enhancement

in delegated powers of Army Cdrs upto Rs 3 Crs will enable

large number of contracts to be finalized at the Command level.

5.2.4 Sancliqn qf Works. There has been a successive erosion in

the delegated powers of the Army CFAs for sanction of works due to

steep increase in the prices of the steel, cement, timber and

petroleum products (affecting transporting cost) since 2AA2. ln 2002,

30% of the budget was getting utilized at the level of the MoD and

70% within powers of the Army. At present 60% of the Works budget

is being sanctioned under the MoD powers and 4}o/o within the

powers of the COAS and lower CFAs, with consequential slowing

down in progress of cases. Enhancernent of powers of Army CFA is

expected to restore the earlier ratio of budget utilizaticn, to 75o/o in

house by Army and 25% in MoD.This will lead to speedier processing

of works proposals and improve the position with regard to

maintenance and low budget works. Almost 60% of the schemes

under the Major Works Programme (MWP) would get approved within

r3



the delegated powers of COAS leading to timely utilization of funds.

The saving in terms of time would be between 3 to 6 months.

5 2.5 Removpl of Qertain &gmalieslBpttlenecks.
(a) Non-inclusion of approqriale CFAs : Financial powers

of authorities below the level of Army HQ for Technical Trg &

lnstructional Equipment Grant, available in extant AlslMoD

letters, were not reviewed / enhanced nor included in the MoD

order issued in Apr 2AA2, leading to considerable hardship to

field functionaries who are authorizeC this grant. The powers

given in earlier Als/Govt letters are very meager and unrealistic

at current prices. These Command CFAs are recommended for

inclusion factoring for inflation.

(b) P-gtchare of Stationefv: As per extant Govt. orders

since 2003 the Army units/fmns are purchasing stationery

stores out of their ACG Budget upto a ceiling of ZQo/o of the total

allocation. The financial powers of various CFAs presently

given in Schedule Xl, are inadequate and much less than 20%

of the annual allocation. lt is recommended that financial

powers of Army CFAs for purchase of Stationery should be the

same as for other purchases from ACG and the annual limit for
' purchase of Stationery be enhanced from existing 2}oh to 30%

of ACG allocation.

(c) Write off_of Lossesr ofStoqep An$ ,Public Mpnev: At

present no financial powers have been conferred in this regard

on higher functionaries at Army HQ for UnitslFmnslEsts other

than those of Ord, MF, RVC & Emb HQ. Thus, in cases relating

to the Fd Army when the amount of loss is beyond the powers

of the highest Comd CFA, i.e. GOC-in-C Command, sanction of

14



the Govt. is reqd, which leads to delay in reEularization of

losses. The tardy settlement of cases related to write off of

Losses has been adversely comrnented upon by the CGDA.

The outstanding cases date as far back as 1970-71.

Accordingly, VCOAS and AG have been recommended as

higher CFA at Arrny HQ for Write off of Losses to enable early

settlement of approximately 50% cases upto Army HQ level.

(d) Other Ornissions in Finanqial Poyyers : Powers given in

FRs / Als /Govt Letters issued prior to 2002 for certain field

functionaries, were missed out in the Apr 20AZ bfter, sueh as

powers for sanction of Tests and Trials of Eqpt/ Systems to

DCOAS (P&Sy Hiring of services / manpower by Mil Farms,

RVC, Purchase of Chemicals by Food lnspection Organisations,

powers of Station Cdrs/ BROs for repair, Repair of Pod Crafts

by Engineers etc. These are reoommended for inelusion as they

will enable these functionaries to accomplish their day-to-day

assigned tasks.

5.2.6 AreaS_qf Fgrha-$geAAqtivities of the Arrnv
(a) R&D Proiq bvATC/AtsWs: Need for Delegation of Powers

for in-house Army R&D effort by ATC/ABWs to MGO, DGEME

and Comdts ABWs is recommended.

(b) $irn$lators : Enhancement of finaneial Powers for

Development of Simulators by SDD undei" GOC-in- ARTRAC

is recommended. This will provide a boost to the Simulator

Development Division under GOC-in-C ARTRAC to undertake

projects of higher value.

15
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(c) lndtrction of Sirrolatgrs: lnduction / Procurement of

Training Simulators developed by SDD in Cat 'A' Ests for Trg

Purposes from the Stores Procurement Head was proposed.

At present there is no clear cut guideline on the induction of

Simulators developed by the SDD. lt is recommended that

procurement of Simulators for training the troops be done from

the ATG Grant for Revenue items and for Simulators costing

over Rs10 Lakhs from the Capital Budget, under procedure to

be included in DPP.

(d) Powers for Access Networks: Under lT head financial

powers have been proposed for delegation to SO-|n-C/CSO

Comd/Corps for sanction of 'Access Networks and Media

Connectivity' for executing the Network Projects for the Army.

5.2.7 lrnportant Rgcqmmendatioltgfor Fietd &v .

(a) UniUhfliqgetlaneous Grant; Enhancement of financial

powers of Field Functionaries for various Miscellaneous / Unit

Grants will enable them to utilize their allscated grant efficiently

' and obviate the compulsions for resofting to splitting of orders

due to inadequacy of powers

(b) $tationery Stores: Enhanced financial powers and

annual ceiling of funds for purchase of Stationery stores through

ACG, with commensurate powers as given in Schedule l, will

provide much needed relief and reduce the number of audit

objections due to units not being able to live within the ceiling

restriction.

(c) Reqai:"s: Enhancement of LP powers for purchase of

spares/stores required for repair of eqpt I vehicles under

l6



schedule Xll, thereby reducing the MTTR for eqpt I vehicles

and enhancing the fitness of the field Army'

(d) lT Fowers: Decentralisation and enhancement of

financial powers for integrated lT projects, purchase of

computer stationery and consumables and maintenance and

repairs of tT equipment will facilitate rapid pace of autornation

and take care of day-to-day/ Mls needs of all unitslestts,

thereby enhancing their overall efficiency'

5.2.8 rst ial F

lssues.

(a) Qeilina for Err-reroeni Repairs. Existing ceiling for

emergent repairs of equipment I vehicles through ord I EME

, Local Purchase powers is proposed to be enhanced from

existing 0.5% to 1% of total ACSFP allocation for Northern and

Eastern commands and from Rs 15 Lakhs to Rs 30 Lakhs per

annum for other Commands. This will facilitate urgent repairs of

eqpt / vehicles used for Cl Ops/ lS Duties in adverse terrain and

remote locations
'(b) FOI-. provision did not exist so far for drawal of FOL from

ASC Depots for eqpt/machinery procured over and above

' PETMET and held as Sector Stores nor was FOL authorised

as an item to be procured out of AcsFP. This was causing a

major problem in running of vehicles I eqpt purchased under

ACSFP. provision has been included to authorize drawal of

FOL for such eqpu vehicles from ASC Supply Depots as a

more cost effective option, which will enable HQ Commands to

run this equiPment I machinery'

t7



5.2.9

(a) No powers were

delegated in the Apr 2AA2 letter for the Army CFAs, fol

procurement of stores/eqpt required urgently during

war/hostilities/special operations (including disasters), though

available to the Army Authorities in FRs, 1983. These are now

recommended, as detegated to the Navy in 2003- The powers

will become operative on the issue of a Govt. order declaring a

State of Ops, enabling the Army to meet all eventualities.

(b) Em

Delegation of powers to MAs for procurements of stores/spares

upto Rs 15 lakhs to meet operational/technical requirements on

grounds of urgency is recommended with appropriate checks

and balances as regards initial grant of AON by MGO'

(c) : Financial

powers delegated to VCOAS for procurement of Non-Scale/NlV

items (including ex-import) on tines of procurements being

made under Army Commanders' Special Financial Powers, will

give him the necessary flexibility to meet the requirements of

special Forces/special operations ordered by the Army.

5.2.10 DGOF gupplieq. The indents of MGO for DGOF supplies

on the Revenue side are of the order of Rs 4000 Crs annually.

Before finalizing the pricing of such issues, approva! of concerned

Addl FA should be invariably taken as it will help in cost comparison

with similar items from trade and ex-imports, measures taken by

DGOF for reviewing the estimates, man-hour rates, reduce

18
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overheads and rejection %. There is arso a definite need for
oplimally utilizing the in-house capacity of Ordnance Factories. !t

would be necessary to criticatly examine actual consumption vs

desirable norms for usage of ammunition of various types for training
and operational needs, as ammunition constitutes nearly 40% of the
value of issues. Further, the value addition by vFJ in case of .8,

vehicles, keeping in view that ror has been taken, needs ctose
monitoring.

NAVY

6.1 The enhancement sought by the Navy in the existing financial
powers is primarily airned at brlnging absut improved
senviceability and availability of systems/platforms at their
optimal and peak performance levets. The focus, therefore, has
been on r:evising the crucial powers relating to procurement of
indigenous and imported stores, as well as offloading of ships for
repairs and overhaul. lt is envisaged that with the enhancemcnt in
financial pcwers the serviceability and availabrlity of these
platforms woErld increase significanfly as enurnerated below:;

(a) lndigenoe.ls Frpcgrq$ent. procurement of Nava! stores,
spares and other equipment account for almost 4g.5% of the
Naval Revenue Budget. lt is largely utilised to ensure
operational availability of Naval equipment and platforms.

Enhancement of financiar powers for procurements by Navar
functisnaries will ensure speedy procurement and optimize
operational efficiency. Accordingty, the following enhancement
of delegation sf powers is recommended

l
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(i) For procurement of weapon/Non-Weapon stores ex-

trade, the powers of COL and COM have been enhanced

from Rs 10 crs to Rs 15 crs and those of ACOUACOM

have been revised from Rs 5 crs to Rs 7 crs'

(ii) For purchase of Galley equipment, the powers of

vcNS have been revised from Rs 10 lakhs to Rs 15

lakhs.

(iii) For offloading repair/refit of ships etc, through

PSUs/Port Trusts, VCNS is proposed to'exercise powers

up to Rs 15 crs as against earlier Rs 12 crs'

(iv) For purchase of office equipment, the powers of

FOC-in-C are proposed to be enhanced from Rs 15 lakhs

to Rs 20 lakhs in consultation with IFA'

(b) lrnported gtc[eg. The powers for procurements ex-

import on grounds of urgency or operational or technical

requirement are recommended for enhancement primarily to

allow CFAs to procure equipment for urgent repairs, especially

when afloat in foreign waters. The powers of NAs I DAs are

also being substantially enhanced to speed up the process of

procurement of stores from the OEMs 'located in foreign

countries. lt is expected that the enhanced powers would

enable processing of about 6,10/o cases under the.delegated

powers NHQ as against the present level of 2A%-

(c) Refit anc MainteEsqge / Repair of ships. The powers

for refits, maintenance and repair of ships are proposed for

substantial enhancement as they have a direct impact on the

availability of ships for operational commitments. Powers for

offloading repairs of ships both to PSUs and trade are



recommended for enhancement. with this increase, the time

taken for refits and dry docking of ships is expected to reduce

by about SAV',leading to better availability of ships / platforms

for meeting operational requirements and reduction in the

backlog of refits. Provision has also been made to allow repair /

AMCs of the onboard equipment in order to cut down delays by

reducing the lead time for repairs. Another likely advantage is

that the cost of off loading refits to trade would decrease

substantially due to speedy processing and more realistic

assessment of costs by the CFAs who are operational

a uthorities themselves.

(d) Hit!$q .of Servlqes. The powers for Hiring of Services

are being enhanced by Soa/o at NHQ and 1 5a% at csrnmand

level. The primary aim is to provide necessary flexibility to the

cFAs to ensure that the support services are in place at the

right time and their non-availability is not an impediment to

smooth oPerations.

(e) Hirinq of - Trangport. Similarly powers for Hir:ing of

Transport have been doubled for NHQ functionaries and the

powers of cs-in-c in the commands enhanced from existing

Rs 3 lakhs to Rs 200 lakhs. with such outsourcing, the focus

of the Navy "will be more on operational matters. However,

further guidelines need to be evolved keeping in view the

audit inputs to enst"rre that rates finalised are rea$onable

and disparity between rates for the three $enrices in the

same station are avoided.

6.2 lnclusion of hlewgFAs. ln consonance with the spirit of NMS

and need for further decentralization of powers to the operating and

>"
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functional levels, a large nu*rber of CFAg tlave bees"E added, like

COM & ACOM, ASOL, ilGO${A/DGruAl at fSFtG Ievel and C0$,

cffiPfcFRO, ehlef Fiydro, FOsm, NQ[cs, NAls at eomrnag]d leve[.

The aim is to inciude all those authorities that have a bearing on the

operational and combat efficiency of the Navy. The new CFAs are

primarily at Command level and a few have been added at NFIQ to

provide impetus to and optimize speedy procurement.

6.3 R.ationalisation of Existinq Pro*lsions. The provisions of the

existing Nl have been rationalized for better implementation- The

number of Annexures have been reduced and Serials of the

Annexures reduced / rationalized. This is aimed at optimizing use of

the extensive powers delegated in this revision.

6.4 Pow-er to Write Of[ Losses. Delegation of powers for write off

of losses have been proposed, which had remained inoperative since

1981. This would enable the Naval authorities to settle a large

number ctf the pending €ses of losses in respect of the Commands,

which are caused due to or not due to theft, fraud or neglect.

6.5 Overail lmproverneflts: The significant improvements expected

as a result of this delegation include - : ,:::-i !,-':

!.P*i

(a) Reduction in lead-time for procurement of Sritlcal

spares/yard material which in turn will reduce the down time of

Ships / Systems / Weapons I Sensors.

(b) Reduction in delays and cost in off loading of refit of ships

to trade due to quicker processing and more realistic

assessment of costs.

(c) Reduction in the backlog of refit of ships and equipment-

(d) Reduction in the lead-time towards commencing and
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executing emergency repairs of ships and submarines through

trade.

(e) lncrease fiscal awareness leading to better financial

management of resources.

(f) Greater matrix units of refit work are completed due

quicker decision making at the Command level resulting

more efficient management of resources-

AIR FSRCE

7.1 The enhancement of financial powers in the Air Force is

primarily aimed at bringing about improved serviceability and

maintainability of Aircrafts/ Systems and cater appropriately for

. repair and overhaul of the ageing fleet of air crafts as also to

eaten spares support for recent additions to the transport fleet.

Proposed enhancement / rationalization of powers in the major areas

of functioning and their overall impact on the above key result areas

are amplified in the succeeding section.

7.2 Ma!$tenance of Air 9fafts. The serviceability of various types

of aircrafts, particularly the transport fleet, would improve

substantially and be around the desired levels" Since 94o/o of the

import cases would be handled at Air HQrs with ttte proposed

increase in import powers of VCASIAOM from Rs.8 crs to Rs.20 crs,

the serviceability norms and compliance with the same would have to

be closely monitored so that AOG situation is avoided. Also need for

augmenting repair and overhaul facility in BRD and HAL and its cost

effectiveness vis-dr-vis imports needs close examination.

to
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7.g Repairs and:gverhaul; MoD should decide ROH cases, which

involve long term requirements based on foreseeable needs by

inviting tenders from as many oEMs as possible. The experience is

that such bulking has been cost effective apart frsm ensuring assured

availability of spares and critical lines on a long term basis.

7.4 The provisioning

and proeurement responsibility has been decentralized to HQ MC

lAF, in phases, which had lead to enhanced efficiency and speedy

procurement of spar€s. Due to rapid inciease in prices of Aviatisn

spares in recent years, the process has begun to slow down as a

large number of cases now get referred to Air t-lQrs and MoD.

Enhancement of powers for HQ MC IAF is therefore recommended to

ensure timely availability of spares for the fietd units. 
,

7.5 FO-L Congulnptiqn:. ATF constitutes 31 o/a af the Stores

budget and 1 g % of the Revenue Budget of IAF and is an important

component of revenue expenditure. The escalating international

crude prices require that a more effective control and monitorlng

system be put in place. Decentralisation of ATF payment'will also be

brought under the control of Commanders at Field level for cost

consciousness and optimum usage, through innovative measures for

achieving eeonomy in expenditure.

7.6 Consumption Pllorrnq: lt is also, necessary to evolve

consumption norms of various types of fleet, number of sorties made

and sortie duration. As the squadron strength has come down and

older generation aircrafts are being replaced by latest generation

aircrafts, POL consumption in physical terms should come down.

This is a major area for monitoring.
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7.7 Enhancement of Financial Powers, The impoftant

recommendations for enhancement in powers of Air Force authorities

are as follows: -

' (") For procurement of stores from PSUs/Govt Departments,

the powers of VCAS I AOM / AOC-in-C have been enhanced

from Rs 15 crs to Rs 30 crs.

(b) For procurement of stores extrade, the enhancennent of

powers of above CFAs is from Rs 10 Crs to Rs 20 Crs,

(c) The powers of VCAS/AOM/AOC-in-C have been

enhanced from Rs B Crs to Rs 20 Crs for procurernent of stores

ex-import and release of FFE to cater for the enhanced

requirements for repairs and overhaul of ageing fleet of aircrafts

and provide continued spares support for new inductions,

com pleting thei r warranty.

(d) Powers of VCASIDCAS/AOM/AOC-in-C have been

enhanced from Rs 25 lakhs to Rs 50 lakhs for procurement of

stationery items.

(e) Powers relating to Acceptance of Necessity and

Administrative Approval for Works have been enhanced by

approximately 50o/o,for all the CFAs.

(f) Powers for Hiring of Civil Transport have been enhanced

from Rs 1Cr to Rs 2 Crs due to increase in transportation cost

on account of increase in FOL prices and increased

rnovements.

(g) Powers for lntegrated lT Projects have been substantially

increased from Rs 1 Cr to 4 Crs for the DCASA/CAS and AOC-

in-C in order to provide impetus to implementation of advanced

automation projects of the Air Force.
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7,.8 O_vqrall lmpact. The benefits expected to accrue from

enhanced delegation of financial powers to the Air Force field

commanders are as follows :-

(a) Expeditious conclusion of most procurement contracts at

local level itself, which will reduce procurement cycle time.

(b) This in turn will facilitate early materialisation of

spares/services / resources which will consequently result in -

(i) lncreased production at field uhits.

(ii) Enhanced aircraft serviceability and availability.

8= Jeint Staff

8.1 The proposed delegation of financial powers to the Joint Staff

utilizes Nl 1/S/2003 as the base document duly supported by the

financial powers proposed for the Army / Air Force which are not

covered in the Nl. Financial Powers for the Army elements at ANC /

SFC have been added and powers detegated for write off of losses,

regularization of audit objections and executing contracts as obtaining

for the Army. The CISC and C-in-C, SFC have been equated with

VCNS and COMICOL as per the Govt directive. Appropriate financial

powers have been proposed for the CISC, :keeping in view his status

as Chairman, VCC. The existing financial powers of C-in-Cs have

been enhanced as per the proposed powers for the NaW and the

Army and Air Force elements.

8.1.1 l.$_ew CfA-q: Commandants TSls have been included as new

CFAs to facilitate smooth functioning. Powers have been delegated

to Bde Cdrs, AOCs, Component Cdrs, COs / Sqn Cdrs of IDS units

26
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based on powers proposed for equivalent functionaries in the Army /

IAF Schedules.

8.1.2. Tri Service lnstitutions {TSls}: NDA Khadakvasla, DSSC

Wellington and CDM Secunderabad, which were earlier under control

of the Army, have been shifted under HQ IDS wef FY 2005-06 as

independent self accounting establishments. Since Nl 1/5.2003 did

not cater'any financial powers for TSls, the Comdts TSls are now

being delegated financial powers appropriate to their status as

proposed for equivalent authorities in the Army to enable them to

operate the dllocated Budget and obviate the need to refer cases to

CISC, as being done presently

8.2 Enhancement gf Powerq. The Schedules of proposed powers

in respect of Joint Staff are placed at Annexure'D', which has eight

pafts, as follows:-

(a) Annexure-1 contains the delegation of powers to CIDS

and C-in-C (SFC), both of whom' presently exercise powers

equivalent to Vice Chief of the Naval Staff under Nl/1/S /2003.

The powers proposed in Annexure-1 are in line with those

being proposed by Naval HQrs in their revised proposal.

(b) ln Annexure-2, the methodology adopted for Commands

and their lower Formations as also for Tri-Service lnstitutes

(TSl) is based on Nl/1/S/2003 without any change except for

use of corresponding designations for equivalent functionaries

in the Army. Commandants of TSls have been included in this

exercise since they are now administratively and functionally

under HQ IDS but function as independent entities and subject
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to corresponding budget controls by this HQrs.

(c) The powers proposed for DDG $ignal lntelligence

(DDGSls) in-charge of respective zones, are similar to those

being considered for Navat Officers-ln-Charge of stations

functioning under the three Naval Commands. This is because

the Signal lntelligence Organization has been placed under the

lntegrated Defence Staff (operating through the Directorate

General Defence tntelligence Agency) and no longer covered

by the delegated powers of the Cs-in-C in the area of their

location.

(d) The remaining Annexures from Annexures'3 to 7 are on

the lines of the Nl/1/S of 2003 with appropriate changes in the

designations including those for the SFC.

(e) ln order to cater to the Army element within SFC and

ANC and their onward deployment in operationa! areas, the

relevant extracts of powers proposed for revision for the Army,

have been incorporated in Annexure -8.
;.

9. DGAFM$

9.1 Provisioni[s. DGAFMS is responsibte for provisioning of

medieal stores and equiprnent for the Armed Forces. Existing powers

of DGAFMS and other lower authorities were considered inadequate

as many of the Rate Contracts (RCs) have to be finalized at MoD.

9.2 Rate cgntracts. The budget handled by the AFMSDs is almost

6A% of the total revenue budget for medical stores and there are

inbuilt delays in the supply chain and problems of overstocking and

life expiry of drugs.
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g,2.1 Accordingly, it is recommended that rate contract powers for

both PVMS and NIV drugs and consumables upto a value of Rs 5

crs be delegated to DGAFMS and Rs1.5 Crs with AddI.DGAFMS

which will hasten finalization of rate contracts of about 600 out of 650

items which have an annual turnover of Rs.20 lakh per annum for

each item.

g.2.2 Hospitals commanded by Brig. and above and four'other

Hospitats of the Navy and Air Force commanded by Col and

equivalent will be DDOs, which will enable them to obtain their

supplies of drugs and consumables within allocated budget directly

from vendor with whom RCs have been concluded by DGAFMS and

not through AFMSDs. This should minimize the problems highlighted

above.

9.2.3 Further, based on the experience gained, all hospitals can be

made DDOs, thereby improving ' supply chain management

significantly. With this, the DGAFMS would be fully vested with

powers for utilization of the Revenue budget.

g.2.4 ln addition, certain increase in powers down the line has been

suggested so that the competent authorities in itre hospitals are able

to procure life saving drugs, consumables, anti cancerous medicines,

cardiae drugs, stents and immune suppressive drug in time.

9.3 Oqt€ou[cinq of $ervices. Delegation of flnancial powers for

outsourcing of Conservancy Services and Waste Management for

t-
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Hospitals, which had been a problem area, has been made and will

result in better sanitation and patient care in Hospitals-

9,4 Caplta! Prgcurements. The proposed increase in capital

powers of DGAFMS from Rs.50 lakhs to Rs.2 crore would ensure

30% utilization of budget under delegated powers and would

enable him to equip hospitals large number of hospitals with much

needed diagnostic, surgical facilities and medical equipments.

10. DELEGATTON 9F TINANCLAI". POgERS FQR

PROCUREMENT OF 'CAPITAL' ITEM$

10.1 The Committee considered the proposed delegation of

financial powers under the Capital Head of expenditure to the

Services Headquarters. ln the meanwhile, AS(l), DG(Acq) had

made a strong case for delegating powers to Service HQrs upto

Rs.10 crores with a view to mitigating probtems regarding timely

and optimal utilization of capital budget allocation'and relieving the

burden of large number of cases with the Acquisition Managers.

10.2 IFA (CISC) had brought out the dangers inherent in such

delegation leading to uncoordinated procurement of smatl value

equipment, causing problems subsequently in terms of

interoperability and likely increase in inventory both in range,

quantity, and ESP.

10.3 Comrnonality of equipment like communication systems,

NVDs, Gen sets, UAVs, ALHs and IGLA would have to be carefully
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examined by HQrs IDS before firming up necessity, evolving

Jt.SQRs and assessing the possibility of indigenization through TOT

route.

1O.4 The Sub-Committee under Principal IFA has brought out that

with a delegation of Capital acquisition powers upto Rs.10 Crs,

roughly 35% in terms of numbers and 1o/o in terms of estimated cost

of the capital schemes would be handled by the SHQrs. The details

of AAP-2005-06 and 2006-07 indicatlng the total number of cases

and estimated cost thereof, and number of cases upto Rs i0 Grs

and cost thereof is enclosed as Appendix 'E'. This would aliow the

Ministry of Defence to concentrate on high value cases.

10.5 However, the cheeks and balances provided in Dpp z00s

have to be followed. Thus, the existing procedure may continue to be

followed for seeking initial In-principle approvat of the DPB while the

TPc/cNc and cFA's approval could be left to the seruices He.

These powers will be exercised in consultation with the lFAs at the

respective Service HQ. A flow chafr of the proposed capital

acquisition process to be followed by the Services under the
delegated powers is placed at Appendix-F.

10.6 There were suggestions that in place of rMs, pD(prg) in the

Service HQrs could initiaie the RFP and be in the loop for Staff

Evaluation. The Committee however felt that the data base of

vendors maintained by TMs and their experience in floating

comprehensive RFP would be extremely useful to the Services

while trying out the proposed delegation. However, based on
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experience gained by the Services, this can be reviewed. The Dy.

Chief of Army Staff also made a suggestion regarding incorporating

a provision in the recommendations for review of the delegated

powers one year later. This has been agreed to. lt was also a

considered suggestion of Defence Secretary that FA(DS) should

invariably be consulted in case of any doubt, ambiguity and

clarification required for implementing the procedure under

delegated powers.

1O.7 A Quarterly Report should be rendered by VCOASI VCNS and

DCAS respectivety to the DPB through DG (Acq) regarding the

progress of various schemes' under delegated powers, inter alia

indicating the time taken for acquisition and actual cash outgo against

budget projected for each scheme. The present mechanism for

expenditure monitoring on a monthly basis for carryover liability and

new schemes under delegated powers would continue to be done by

FA (Acq) to ensure that the consolidated position on monthly outgo

against acquisition schemes get reported to DPB, as hitherto'fore.

11. ndbJ-gR REco$MEl{llATlONs

1 1 .1 The important suggestions con$equential on enhanced

delegation of financial powers to the Services are

(a) Since the suggested enhancement in the delegated

financial powers of Service HQrs would take away some

powers of various functionaries in the MoD/MoD (Fin), a

suitable exercise is to be undertaken to rationalize the

delegation within the Ministry of Defence for various

functionaries. A Sub-Committee consisting of JS(Air), JS(O/N)
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and Addl.FA(A) and Addl.FA(M) would come up with their

recommendations in this regard.

(b) Both in the Services HQrs and MoD the TPC / PNC will

only be a recommendatory body for purchases which will be

sanctioned at next higher level by the CFA.

(c) The Services HQrs must undertake an exercise to

rationalize the structure of delegation within their HQ/lower

formations to suggest deletion of those CFAs who are not

required to exercise financial powers vested in them and tq'

ensure that suitable budgetary allocations are made to various

CFAs.

(d) MGO and QMG have a Revenue Procurement Plan. Air

HQrs and Naval HQrs also have a data base on committed

liabilities and new schemes. The Revenue Prioritised

Procurement Plan (PPP) must give details of carry over

liabilities as also the new schemes to be eoncluded during the

course of the Financial Year, indicating those to be sanctioned

under delegated powers 'of the Seruices and under MoD

powers separately.

(e) The PPP must be prepared at each level of CFA as a sub-

set of the overall Procurement Plan for all major areas of

procurement for each of the Services..These plans will be made

both at HQ level and Command level in respect of various

budget holders in consultation with respective lFAs and notified

formally.

(f) The Budget allocation at various stages against Sub

Heads and detailed heads should be formally notified after due

consultation with respective lFAs so that there is proper linkage
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between expenditure and budget available and timely

reappropriation of allocation and optimal budget utilisation is

ensured.

(g) lt is recommended that these PPPs are duly linked with

Performance Parameters, efficiency levels envisaged and

budget involved. The DPB should preferably be apprised of

these Priority Procurement Plans on the Revenue side so that

they are duly harmonized with AAPs of Capital Acquisition

schemes and the maintenance requirements are duly factored

in our budgeting process, till we graduate to adopting life cycle

costing in our Acquisition process.

(h) A suitable Ml$ for reporting the expenditure outgo

against Revenue Priority Procurement Plan vis-a-vis

budgets allocated, on a monthly basis, through the

concerned Addl FA & J$ would have to be formalized, so

that the FA (DS) / Defence Secretary and RM are apprised

regular.ly about the progress of revenue expenditure and state

of efficiency levels in maintenance consistent with the targets

fixed by the Service HQrs.

(i) The performance norms should "be evolved in a clear

timeframe by SHQrs in consultation with Joint Secretaries and

Addl.FAs in distinct areas of revenue expenditure so that the

budget holders are amenable to performance based budget

monitoring and the mandate of MoF in regard to outeome

budget gets implemented by the Service HQrs. There must be

an in-house mechanism for monitoring actual performance

against milestones.
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0) Revenue Procurement must be viewed as a Project

Management where diverse elements like Civil Works,

. Manpower induction, Testing / Evaluation, Erection and

commissioning are involved. Format structure must be put in

place for such procurements to review the major milestones

with reference to PERT chart so that time and cost overruns are

avoided.

(k) ln-house capacity of OFs I ABWs / BRD / Naval Dockyards

must be optimally utilized and emphasis should be on full

capacity utilization. Offloading to trade / outsourcing could be

an option for low-tech, cost ineffective items"

(l) Services are expected to conduct focused and time bound

review of their PET I WET making full use of the ETRC inputs

on the subject with a view to eliminating authorities of item of

stoek which have become redundant in the current operational

milieu. Efficacy of such reviews would need :to be periodically

checked

(m) A comprehensive review 'should 
also be undertaken

urgently regarding the efficacy of the transportation model for

direct dispatch of stores eqpUitems by the OFs/PSUs/Other

Vendors directly to consignees, instead oi following a cireuitous

route involving centralized stocking by CODs/ ODs and their re-

issue to the DOUs / ultimate consignees , so that the inventory

carrying costs, losses in transit, delays and inconvenience

inherent in centralised stocking are avoided.

(n) The Parliamentary Standing Committee on Defence while

reviewing the Procurement Policy and Procedure has advised

in its Sixth Report, tabled in Parliament on 12 Dec 2005 that-
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' equipment and other items such as telecom hardware,

lT hardware, office equipment, spare parts etc. which

do not strictly come under defence equipment and avoid

complexity of procedures for the latter (Para 15.5).

F Time frame for procurement should be curtailed and

time frame prescribed for getting delivery of iterns of the

defence forces and the same should be strictly adhered

to (Para 15.4).

F Single vendor situation should be applicable in

exceptional circumstaRces and for exclusive weapon

systems / items (Para 7.6)

ln other words, the main thrust of the Parliamentary

Cornmittee recommendations is OTE for COTS items and

avoidance of Single Vendor situation. There is a need, therefsre,

to make broad based specifications to ensure competition for

common user ltems and to eompress the timeframe for

procurement.

(o) There is alsq a definite need to update vendor registration

periodically end share such data base both intra service and inter

service. Electronic networking of such data base between the

Services CFAs, lFAs and MoD and MoD(Fin).would, therefore,

need to be established in a time bound manner. Decision on

suitable platforms and operating systerns must co-opt in-house

expertise so that there is smooth transition during operation of

such system. Marketing intelligence has to be an important

element before taking procurement decisions.
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(p) The financial powers being delegated to the services for

exercise during war, Hostilities, Natural Galamities and

special operations will get invoked on the issue of a Govt

notification declaring such a situation. Since these powers

are now being uniformly promulgated for all the three Services,

there is need to evolve detailed procedural guidelines for

procurement of such operational requirements, as has been

done in the case of Capital Acquisitions, by way Fast Track

Procedure (FTP). During the review of DPM-2005 this aspect

should be kePt in mind.

(q) An MIS should be maintained by the Services for disposal

of stores and close monitoring of slow-moving and non-moving

items. The inventory management packages of the three

Services should address this concern in a time bound manner.

(r) Suitable MIS should also be instituted to have a feedback

on audit paras etc., in the areas where higher delegations are

now being proposed, so that the concerns of Statutory bodies

and Parliamentary Committees are properly addressed by MoD.

11.2 Both the CNS and CAS have made a powerful'case for

connecting Service HQrs, Budget Centres, CGDA, MoD & MoD(Fin)

to a shared data base and graduate to e-accounting and e-auditing

with requisite checks and balances and security safeguards.

11.3 We have to remain strongly focused to devise ways to stem

waste, abuse, professional neglect and inefficiencies in expenditure.

Military requirements for confidentiality are legitimate so long as they

relate to plans and capability. lt is with the processes, procedures
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and methods that deviations and inadequacies creep into the system,

unless there is accountability. Given the diverse needs, perceptions

and compulsions of the Defence Services and need for inter-services

and intra-service rationalization and prioritization, the process of

streamlining, often divergent view points, is only possible at the level

of FA (DS) I Def Secy / RM who have a holistic view of the threat

perceptions, defence goals and missions and combat imperatives.

The capability of DRDO and Defence PSUs / OFs also need to be

appropriately dovetailed into this process'

11.4 Accordingly, while delegating such large powers, the Ministry

should not lose sight of its overarching role for long term planning of

its Capital and Revenue requirements and the linkage between

acquisition and operating and maintenance costs. Till we graduate to

life cycle costing for all our systems, the Prioritized Revenue

Procurement Ptans for the three Sbrvices would need to be in sync

with the AAPs of the three Services for new capital schemes and
:.

carry over capital schemes. Long term requirements, contracts with

price escalation clauses, negotiations involving qontracts for similar

items with inter-service usage and contracts with foreign

Governments and strategic parameters should be within the

functional domain of the Ministry. The delegqtion of powers for

capital acquisition schemes should be hedged with abundant caution.

1 1.5 Specific recommendations of the Committee for enhanced

delegation of financial powers to the Army, Navy, Air Force and IDS

plaCed at AnneXUreS 'A', 'B', 'C' and 'D' fespeCtiVely be apprOved.
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1 1.6 The powers delegated vide the above Annexures on the

Revenue side be in place for a period of four years i.e upto 30 Jun

2010. A review may be initieted, if required, in the third year so that

further revisisn of powers ean be instituted in a timeiy manner.
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- 1. COMPOSITION OF TIIE COMMITTEL :r-'- (a) FA (DS) - ChairPerson

g: 
Mepberg:

l- &) rs & AM (MS)

| (c) JS (oAr)
f-

(d) Additional FA 0vD

I (e) Rep from IHQ - MoD (Army) (Two Stars)

t-l- (f) Rep from IHQ - MoD (Na.ry) (Two Stars)

l- (g) Rep from IHQ - MoD (Air Force) (Two Stars)

l-. (h) 'R*p from HQ IDS (Two Stars)
I

Co-opfed Members : kincipal IFA' Office of the CGDA, JS (Air),
Il- Addl FA (A) & JS and a rep of DGAFMS were co-opted as Members of the

Committee.

a rrrErl.la,l'cr 
^t]t 

DETDrll:DIIa'hTl^Er -.K. TERMS OF REFERENCE :

! (a) To review the adequacy of the Financial powers delegated under

dated 16.09.2002 andNo.2/2003/D (Coord) dated 7.1.2AA3 and

(b) :To suggest measures, if any, for improving tle existing

delegation of financial powers.

(c) While considering this the Committee may also examine the

following specific issues :-

(D Whether the delegation made in the year 2002 to the

Service HQrs was appropriate;

(ii) Whether the Services HQrs were well equipped with

Financial Advice,

APPENT}IX'A'
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(iit) Whether the Service HQrs and IDS have sufficient staff

to manage this delegation;

(iv) Since the workload had been fransferred to Services

HQrs, was there a conesponding reduction in staff of the

Ministry of Defence and Ministry of Defence (Finance);

(rr) Whether the Service HQrs on the Capital side are well

equipped to take up additional powers for procurement frour

foreign and indigenous vendors and examine if the burden on

the Acquisition Wing needs to be equally shared by the three

Services.
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APPendix'B'
BIIDGE"I_gUMMARY FY_ 200e-03 T0 2006-07

. OVERAI,L DEFEIiICE SERYICES

(Rs iu Cn)

* An amount of approx Rs 1483 Crs which is on account of transfer of budget for 'A'
vehicles ex- DG OF from the Revenue Stores budget of Army Ordnance to the Capital

Head is not included wef 2004-05.

Details 20gl-03

(.dctuals)

2003:04

(Aetuals)

2004-05

(Actuals)

2005-06

(RE)

2006-07

(BE)

Revenue 38ss6.56 44501.24 41306.75 46112.44 49s10.23

Capital 1411i.80 15995.1 1 30s 10.8s 30304.34 34833.82

Total s2668,.36 56496.3s 71817.64 76416.78 84404.05

Revenue Stores 15758.40 16849.r7 ffi432.49 177{t2.55 187s6.83

ARFTY

Details 2-0u-03

(Actuals)

2003:$4

(Actuals)

2004-gs

(Actuals)

?00s-06

fRE}

2006-07

(BE)

Revenue 26837.21 28426.68 27840.61 30683.14 32298.64

Capital 5290.57 5173.30 7411.79 9705.47 10399.47

Total 37t27.78 33199.98 3s252.40 49026.46 42316.61

Revenue Stores 9466.48 9796.93 8528.44* 9303.88* 9698.28*

NAVY

Details 2002-03

(Acfuals)

2003-04

(Actuals)

2904]0s

(Actuals)

2005:06

(RE)

28A6-07

ftsni

Itevenue 4350.62 4742.87 5213.90 6287.19 6713.18

Capital 3804.70 5366.48 8315.39 8489.74 9427.85

Total 8155.32 10109.35 13529.29 14776.89 16141.03

Re\.enuc Stores t808.80 ?328.A4 2486.56 2674.79 2790.00

AIR FORCE

Details 2002-03

(Actuals)

2003-04

(Actuals)

2004-05

(Actuals)

2005-06

(RE)

2*M-07

(BE)

Revenue 7368.73 7731.69 8252.24 9142.11 9858.41

Capital 5016.53 5455.33 14783.67 12t09.17 15006.50

T'otal 12385.26 t3187.02 2303s.9r 21251.28 24864.91

Rel'enue Stares 4483.12 4724.20 5017.69 5723.88 6268.58

+s



l i)

Appendix'C'

SUMMARY OF PROCUREMENT DATA FOR

Type ofStores Existins Delesation of Fowelg Total Froposed Delegation of Powers Total

EX Trade PSUs/OFs trmpo,rts Budset o/o EX Trade PSUs/OFs frnnort Budeet o/o

0rdnance oh

Budeet
"/o

Cases
"h

Egdeet

o/o

Cases
"k

Budset
"h

Cases
"

Budeet

oA

Cases

o/o

Budset

oh

Cases

o

Budeet

o

Case

1.,ARI{Y
(a) Delesated
Powers

29
(62s)

95 22
(ee6)

60 14
(6s)

75 1686 24 44
(e3s)

97 60

Q702\
96 32

(r5s)
90 3247 46

(b) MoD 7A

(1s10)
5 78

(3s02)
40 86

(413)
2S 5424 76 5o

(120
0)

3 4B

(17e6)
4 58

(323)
10 3863 54

2. NAVY
(a) Deleegted
Powers

26
(233)

65 37
(75s)

67 40
(367)

6l 1365 35 33
(300)

'70 .43
(898)

72 46
(42O',)

67 l6l8 42

(b) MoD 74
(66s)

s5 63
(1328)

33 60

i541)
39 2534 o5 67

(s99)
30 57

(1 les)
28 54

(488)
33 2281 58

3. trAF'

(a) Qeleeated
Fowers

61
(11e)

9',l 48
(62)

92 29
(438)

90 t07t 39 100

{177\
100 r00

(130)
100 47

(623)
94 l4{\2 5l

(b) lltoD 33
(s8)

, E1

(68)
8 7t

((r083)
10 I 655 6l 0 0 0 0 59

(898)
6 1324 49

4.DG.AFMS
(a) Deleqated

Powers
48Vo
A7\

95 5t
29

96 ,17 5l 100
(98)

0 56
(35)

98 134 88

(b) MoD 52o/o
(sl)

45

Q4)
4 75 49 0 0 34

(18)

,, lft l2

'l'nt*l fienvices 4199 30 64{} r 4{r

TotalMoD 9688 70 7486 54

Overall
Eudget

13887 I 38E7

.r
e

Note : Figures in brackets ( ) indicate budgetary value.of cases in Rs Crs
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Appgndix'E'
g

ffi

ffi

ff

g

F

I
H

&

ffi

ffi

*

H

ffi

Eg

il

il

n

F

AAPs:2005 -ZAOT#

Rs in Crores

$ervice Total
Cases
(No)

Total Cost Cases
upto
10 Crs
(No)

Estimated
Gost of
Cases
upto 10
Crores

Percentage
of cases
(Nos)

Percentage
Cost

Armv

2005-06 480 8A414.71 191 647.75 39.79 0.80

2006-07 190 39287.50 46 182.55 24.21 0.46

Total sr0 1197*2.21 237 830.3S q.s a7 c.$g

Navv

2005-06 118 51147.83 43 177.87 36.44 0.34

2006-07 154 39256.41 c? 237 34.42 0.6

Total 272 994A4.24 96 414.87 35.29 0.45

Air Force

2005-06 236 111605.33 B1 285.18 34.32 4.25

2006-07 152 87976.23 46 180.72 30.26 0.21

Total 388 199581.5$ 127 465.90 32.73 8.23

h6



Rnp$lndix: F.

F

!

\.-

\,

Ilt_

It-I
!

l'.

l-

I
h-

r

Stasq

8R

$OG/Categorisation

AON

AAF

AON and SuantEtY Vetting

RFP

TEC

TEC AceePtance

Field Trials

Staff Evaluatian

CNG

CFA Approval

Contract $fronitoring

Responsibility

$ervice FtQIJoint Staff

SCAP

DPB

L'F-b

VCOASA/CNSIDCASTCISCIe-i sr-e

$CF and MoD (Fin)

TM, Vetting bY DCAS/VCNSf
VCOAStCI$C/e4n-e SFG and
IFA

Serviee HGIJoint $taff

VCOA$ruCE{STDCASIC ISC/C-in- C
(sFc)

do-

TM,VG oA$tvct{stD c Astcl set
C-in-C{SFc}

Hlaior Genl Equivalen!,- C-[airman' IFA,

TM, ReP ADGWFAGNS(P&PY
ACAS(P&PlrReP

VCOASTDCASTVCNSTC ISeIC-in -C S F G

Service HQ t Joint StaffIlFA

4v























































































































































































































Financiel Poqqg Beaarks

Itam

ic) T0 DECLARE AN0 DISPOSE LIFE

EXPIRED UNSEBVICEABLE AND

OESOLETE STbNES INCLUOING

ARI./IAM ENTi EXPLOSIVE STONES'

Compstent

Financial

AuthoritY

Without

Consu ltttion

ol IFA

with
Gonsultation

of IFA

VCNS

C9M {for

Weapon Storesl

COL / DGgNA

(for Armament

Store)

r ocn

300 lakhs

100 lakhs

100 iakhs

2 lakhs

gL01H t H G AEo VlcT-uAltlss

10. POWER TO SANCTION CONTRACTS

FOR SEWINO OT UNIfOHMS, CLOTHINtj

ANO INITiAL ADDITIf)N/AITERAI!OI'I,

W}.SHING, REFAiFIN6 & RESTUFFiNG

TROOPS, SiOOIIiC, COEBLER

CONTRACTS, PRESENVATIOi'I OF

EOUIPMENT/ STOR!S TTACHiNEE\J'

#*

11. LOCAT PUFCHASE I.}F

CLCTHiNS AIiD h,iESS TRAPS'

vclJs

c0L

Full Powers

75 lakhs

Wiih resPert to sca!es and limits

as on the ArrnY side.

vcNs
c0L

4 lakhs I roo Iutt,t

! rorun''

I

I
I

I

I

1

1

I

i
I
I
I

t

1

l
I

I

I

I
I

Ii_

ia)

tht
sel

alt

c0

tbl

t0

a!

n€

(c

cl

r{

0r

D

Ariicles so Purchased shall be

se authori$sd for use in the

vice and shail be ior measures

eady sanctioneci or aPProved bY

npetent authoritY.

Lrcal purchase will be iesorteri

only after obiairring non-

aiiabilitY csrtifioate irom the

arest siore DePot'

l The locai Purchase is to bs

rn{ined onlY to minimum urgertt

quirements and not tor stock

ripose, excePt in the case ol Store

epots which maY stock uPto

monihs requirement.

l) The purchase is to be restricted

nly to those consumable items

rhich are already authorised for use

r the service.

e} The Purchase will be on 'Caslt

rnd carrY basis' over the counter

lirect from the trade.

,f) (il Articles ol dillerent sizes or

sPecification or Pattern/

ident-ificatiln number/ Part No'

will be treated as diiferent

articles Provided theY do not

serve the sams PurPose'

(ii) Articles of different makes and

pattern serving the same PurPose

should be treated as similar

adicles.
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